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Message from the President
I’m pleased to begin this newsletter with a big Thank You
to all of our new/returning members and sponsors for the
upcoming year. As you may know, our annual membership
and sponsorship enrollments lapse every June. We had a
frightful budget preparation process this year as we were
worried about a drastic drop in participation and interest
with CCI. I’m happy to say our member and sponsor
numbers are better than the dire situation we had predicted.
Ryan Coles

My primary goal as the
president is to continue
to grow our membership,
with special emphasis on
condo owners. They are
the ones who we are all
here to better serve.

We aren’t setting new highs, but we
are thrilled with the continued support
from our chapter members. We miss
seeing you all in person at our lunches,
courses, and industry events.
It may seem like our chapter has
slowed down, but I promise you the
opposite is true. Our Board is busy
with various meetings essentially every
week. It’s difficult to show membership
just how much time we spend on the
advocacy side of things as it is very
much ‘behind the scenes’. I doubt we

have ever been so busy with public
consultations and stakeholder group
meetings. Divide and conquer has been
the solution amongst our Board as we
have multiple members involved with
the rapid planning/changes forthcoming
with RECA and the licensing of condo
property managers. Rest assured your
interests are being represented by CCI
as we continue to advocate for all condo
owners and stakeholders. The provincial
government is also now kicking off
meetings about introducing a tribunal
(continued on page 3)
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for condominium disputes in Alberta.
We’ve already confirmed our attendance
for these invitation-only meetings. If
you have been following the legislation
changes for the past 5 years, the tribunal
is the third of the three step process
that was laid out in by the provincial
government’s plan to reform the Condo
Act/Regulations. There is a survey out
there to be done, and surely more to
come. Become involved and share your
opinion as it looks like condo owners
will be paying the fee for the tribunal,
similar to Ontario, BC and Nova Scotia.
On the National CCI front, we are
anxiously awaiting the results of a
business and marketing strategy report
from a third party specialist firm that
was engaged collectively by all 17 CCI
chapters across the country. This was a
massive investment, and may result in
some major long term changes/plans
for our organization. You may have
noticed more information and events

in your email from our National CCI
coordinators. This is because there has
been a push for more National CCI
content, involvement and support.
If you have thoughts on the matter,
please reach out to me for discussion
as I represent our Chapter on the
National Council.
Our AGM held another contested
election. I would like to thank each
member who put forward their name
and ran as candidates. A big welcome
to new/returning Board members.
I’m excited to have my term extended
for another two-year position and
continue with this inspired Board and
engaged membership. I am happy to
continue in the president position for
at least another year. Lastly, if anyone
is counting, this is now my third
newsletter where I have avoided the
typical COVID comments that we are
all so sick of reading. Until next time.

Ryan Coles
CCI South Alberta Chapter, President

Contact us
PO Box 38107, Calgary, Alberta T3K 4Y0
tel 403.253.9082
admin@ccisouthalberta.com
ccisouthalberta.com
©2020 CCI-South Alberta Chapter. Contents
may not be reproduced by any means, in
whole or in part, without the prior written
permission of the publisher. CCI-South
Alberta agrees to advertise on behalf of the
advertiser without responsibility for claims
or inaccurate information provided by the
advertiser and acts only as an advertising
medium. The opinions expressed in this
newsletter’s editorial content may not
necessarily reflect the opinions of CCI-SA.
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At a Glance
Webinars
Building Exterior Visual Assessment (BEVA) Update
January 28, 2021 (12:00pm - 1:00pm)

RECA Condo Manager Licensing Update
February 25, 2021 (12:00pm - 1:00pm)

Webinar Topics:
• Alberta Home Warranty: Protecting Homeowners
and Builders from Day One
• Tips & process on how to run an effective AGM
• Managers are from Mars, Boards are from Venus:
creating good working relationships
• Contingency Fund vs Special Assessment
• Insurance Industry Update

c c i s o u t h a l b e r ta . c o m

! notice
CCI-SA has taken steps to support the
temporary social distancing measures
currently being implemented to arrest
the spread of COVID-19.
Please check our website for updates
on events as they become available.

EVENT: Course dates and

instructors are being confirmed
for 2021.
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condo exchange

The Coming of the
Electric Cars
By Maria Bartolotti, ACCI, FCCI, Owner of New Concept Management Inc.

Q:
A:

Dear Maria; What should a condo board consider when outfitting the building to accommodate electric vehicles?

Older buildings may
require electrical
upgrades to
support the EVCS.

cc i sou t halb e r ta . co m

This is a great question that continues to come
up. If you’re considering adding an Electric Vehicle Charging Station (EVCS) in your condominium corporation, you will want to review the CPA rules,
regulations and your bylaws governing the process on how
common elements or services provided to owners can be
changed.
Electric Vehicles are becoming increasingly popular in
Alberta and I would encourage Corporations and Builders
to consider adding charging stations in their buildings
since it does provide some great benefits to your condo
community. It helps modernize your building, brings the
building in line with green initiatives, increase property
values, and — most importantly — help generate revenue
for the condo corporation.
However, this is dependent on capacity, type of condo
you live in and how you manage and structure the charging
station.

As a board, your initial step is to
investigate your options and have a
good understanding on the three types
of EVCS available to you and how they
work. Keep in mind that existing MultiResidential buildings may not have the
capacity to host a charging station and
they may need to be retrofitted.
You will then want to assess the
costs to the condo corporation for the
proposed installation of the EVCS
along with any operating, maintenance,
cost of power, usage, management fees
that are typically part of this process
and how the cost will be distributed.
Installation costs will vary
depending on the following.
Number of circuits and EVCS
installed. If you’re planning on
installing more EVCS in the future, you
may want to add more circuits up front
to save on costs.
Power — sharing options may be a
way to reduce the number of circuits
required for multiple stalls.
Distance between the EVCS and
electrical room. Costs will increase
depending on where the EVCS is being
installed.
Building age — older buildings may
require electrical upgrades to support
the EVCS.
Hiring a certified electrical
contractor will help you to determine
your condo needs in this process.
These are just a bit of insight into
electrical vehicle charging stations. Do
the homework, talk to the experts in
this field before committing to a EVCS
Solution for your members.
winter 2021
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condo insider

A Fresh Take on Attic Rain
By Alison Wood, Entuitive

A

Dryer Ventilation
issues arise when
moist air cannot
exit in the way the
original design
intended.

cc i sou t halb e r ta . co m

t its most basic, attic rain occurs when moisture
accumulates and freezes within an attic space in
the colder months and then melts as the weather
warms. It is common to Southern Alberta (but not exclusive
to it), where the climate can experience drastic fluctuations
as we transition from the winter to the spring and back in
the space of a day.
Unfortunately, attic rain can cause many issues for
Property Managers and homeowners, including leaks and
ceiling staining. Sometimes a building will develop attic
rain several years after construction, or after renovations so
it’s not just a problem for new buildings. Luckily, fixing and
avoiding attic rain is possible.
This article will look deeper into the root causes of this
common problem and explore solutions on how to deal
with it once and (hopefully) for all.
So, if you are experiencing attic rain, take heart and
read on!

Looking Deeper into the
Causes of Attic Rain
The root causes of attic rain are
many. The most common culprits are
ventilation, air tightness, or too much
humidity in the home.
The one factor for attic rain we cannot
control is weather — prolonged periods
of cold weather exacerbate frost build-up
that eventually leads to attic rain.
Controlling attic rain is a balance
between the airtightness of the ceiling
and the effectiveness of attic ventilation.
In a perfectly airtight attic, ventilation
is not needed because there is no air
leakage between the home and the attic
space. Sadly, we’ve never seen a perfect
home, so generally we recommend
using ventilation to keep the attic dry.
Ventilation issues arise when moist
air cannot exit in the way the original
design intended. This is exasperated
when air leakage enters the attic
space, such as when penetrations to
accommodate things like pot lights or
dryer vents are not sealed to be airtight.
The warm air of the interior enters
the attic where it can condense within
the colder attic space. Over time, this
condensation can freeze and continue
to accumulate over a cold snap. When
the weather warms up, ice build-up
melts and drips down.
Design methods regulating
ventilation and humidification were ➔
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High levels of humidity
in the home (over 35
per cent) can lead to
excessive moisture
buildup in the attic and
the production of attic
rain as a result.
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created at a time when roofs were simpler shapes and
these regulations haven’t kept up with the new ways
that home are being designed. For instance, the design
basis for ventilation has not changed since it was
first introduced in 1942. Given that we use different
materials today and build more complex townhomes
and multi-family buildings utilizing attic spaces,
it’s shocking that we haven’t updated our design
assumptions. Take the implications of a more complex
roof shape. With it comes more framing underneath —
and a more complicated air flow path in the attic space,
which may prevent proper ventilation in some areas.
Southern Alberta is a relatively dry climate — the
greater the difference in humidity between the exterior
and the interior a building, the more stress we put on
it. High levels of humidity in the home (over 35 per
cent) can lead to excessive moisture buildup in the attic
and the production of attic rain as a result. There are
the obvious sources of moisture (humidifier, bathing)
and there are the less obvious sources such as laundry,
cooking, and even breathing. We can’t prevent all
moisture generation in the home, but we do need to take
steps to mitigate it such as venting or dehumidification.
Keeping humidity to reasonable levels is key to
addressing interior condensation as well as attic rain.
Fire safety is also important when considering code
changes related to attic spaces. The air flow needed for

ventilation is a double-edged sword
when addressing fire spread. As the
industry has improved the fire safety
for residential attics, it has also reduced
the ventilation potential of the attic.
Additional ventilation can be part
of reducing instances of attic rain.
However, we can’t compromise fire
safety in seeking a solution to attic rain,
so our design options become more
limited.
How to Fix Attic Rain (and how to
avoid it in the first place!)
Every attic is unique, each with its
own operating conditions and design.
Because there are so many potential
causes of attic rain, it is important
to hire a professional to quickly find
the cause and identify an appropriate
solution. Doing so will save you time
and money in the long run.
While, sealing leaky penetrations
into the attic and making sure existing
ventilation pathways are clear and
using a Heat Recovery Ventilator if you
have one are good first steps, doing
so may not eliminate the issue. In
fact, the solution is rarely as simple as
installing additional roof vents — attic
rain a complex problem that requires
balancing air flow, ventilation, and
insulation within the attic space, as
well as adjusting interior humidity if
required.
Entuitive is an expert group of
engineering consultants who are
passionate about the work we do
and are committed to delivering
uncompromising performance for our
clients. Get in touch with us for an
assessment. We are happy to help!
For more information, visit www.
entuitive.com.
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Condo Finance

The Case for Establishing
a Contingency Fund
By Walter Wakula, MBA, ICD.D
President of Foothills Global Capital Group Inc.

M

y purpose in this article is
to describe ‘best practices’ for a condominium
corporation (Corporation) to accumulate
financial contingency funds. This can be done
by building accumulated operating surpluses
to a target level of three months of expenses in
the operating fund for contingency purposes
and/or by creating a separate contingency fund
similar to the capital replacement reserve fund
(Reserve Fund). I have described how to do this
using the operating fund in my article “Condo
Finance — The Case for Condos Building a Financial Cushion” which was published in the Spring edition
of the CCI South Alberta Chapter Review available here:
www.ccisouthalberta.com/sites/default/uploads/files/CCIReview-Spring2020-FINAL(1).pdf
This article will focus on establishing a contingency
fund.
The overall objective for having a contingency fund is
to avoid a surprise special assessment and to enhance the
value of the Corporation and thereby the properties of condominium owners. The main reasons for having a contingency fund are to pay for unusual unbudgeted expenses, to
cover unusual revenue shortfalls and for a special purpose
such as covering the cost of common area work deficiencies
left by a developer. A contingency fund can also be used to
accumulate funds to pay for big ticket capital expenditure
items such as a new security system, a new solar panel driven electricity system or a new network of electric vehicle
charging stations. Capital expenditures do not qualify as
items to be paid for from the Reserve Fund. A contingency

cc i sou t halb e r ta . co m

The overall objective for having a
contingency fund is to avoid a surprise
special assessment and to enhance the
value of the Corporation and thereby the
properties of condominium owners.

fund allows the Board to segregate
funds for the specific reason or reasons
specified for the fund, and no others,
to make sure these monies are spent
for the purpose or purposes intended.
For example, consider the case of a
developer that has gone bankrupt just
as construction is completed of the
condo complex leaving no easy way for
the Corporation to pay for these common area work deficiencies. A special
assessment is needed to pay for these
deficiencies and is collected in two or ➔
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three installments over one or two years. The proceeds of
these special assessments deposited to a contingency fund
will assure owners and the Board that the program of
expenditures on deficiency projects will be spent only on
deficiency projects and not on operating fund or reserve
fund expenditures.
Although there are many advantages for establishing a
contingency fund, a disadvantage is the increased amount
of accounting and administration needed to maintain
such a fund and properly disclose it in the Corporation’s
financial statements. The Board must approve expenditures from the contingency fund and must give its property manager proper charge information so that expenditures can be recorded to the proper fund. Furthermore,
the financial statements will need to report the results of
operations for this fund and its financial position.
Occasionally a Corporation will
add to its common property in a
transaction which is called creating
a capital expenditure. There are different kinds of capital expenditures
which are beyond the scope of this
article. The money for these capital
additions cannot be taken from the
reserve fund but can be paid for
from operating fund reserves (if
these are large enough), by making a special assessment to the
owners, by borrowing the money
or out of a contingency fund. Few Corporations have
borrowed money or set up operating lines of credit due to
the expense, Board time and the administrative difficulty
involved in setting up, reporting under and otherwise
maintaining such lines of credit or other borrowings.
Also, few Corporations have sufficient funds in their
operating surpluses to finance a larger capital acquisition.
That makes the contingency fund an attractive alternative
source of financing for these.
There are some requirements that condo boards have to
comply with as part of the approval process for capital expenditures. Such purchases normally require the approval
of owners by special resolution with at least 75 per cent
of owners and 75 per cent of unit factors (Special Resolution) in favour of the purchase. However, this is a hurdle
which is difficult to attain and not practical to pursue for
smaller purchases by the Board of a larger Corporation.
Nevertheless, the contingency fund itself and the criteria

The contingency fund
may be created from
the proceeds of a
special assessment
made for a specific
purpose and from
a portion of annual
contributions.
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for accumulation and spending of monies in this fund will need to be approved
either by Special Resolution of the owners or by creating a bylaw for creation of
this fund. The following language can
be proposed for such a Special Resolution or bylaw as an additional power of
the Corporation, subject to legal advice
from the Corporation’s counsel:
“In addition to the powers of the
Corporation set forth in the Condominium Property Act, the Corporation
through its board of directors, may
and is hereby authorized to provide
and maintain a fund to pay for expenditures not properly chargeable to the
capital replacement reserve fund or for
expenditures which would exceed the
opening annual balance of the operating fund. The fund shall be called a
contingency fund and shall be used to
cover the cost of any unexpected or abnormal repair, expense or replacement
not budgeted or not covered by the
operating budget or the capital replacement reserve fund. The contingency
fund shall also be used for the purchase
of smaller items of personal capital
property at the discretion of the board
of directors, and for the purchase of
real capital property subject to approval
by owners of a Special Resolution. The
contingency fund may be created from
the proceeds of a special assessment
made for a specific purpose and from
a portion of annual contributions. Annual contributions to the contingency
fund shall not exceed five (5) per cent of
the operating budget for the year of the
contribution.”
The language for a contingency fund
bylaw can, of course, be tightened up to
further restrict the use of these funds
by a Board or to require some oversight
by owners at annual general meetings
of the Corporation.
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cci south alberta chapter members

as of November 21, 2020

Condominium Corporation Membership
124 19 Ave NE Condo Association CC
#9211425

Hayes Farm IV (CC#: 7710419)

Sierra Morena Villas (CC#: 9510122)

Heritage Bay CC #8010872

Sierras of Country Hills (CP 0012058)

Carefree Resort (CP 8621413)

Heritage Heights Condominium
(CC# 9110368)

Sierras of Evergreen (CCN 0510913)

CC# 9510648

Heritage Manor (CP 8011110)

Champagne Condominium (CC#:
1311832)

Hunter House - CCN 1412638

Agora Condominiums

Chaparral Ridge Terrace (CC#: 9811079)
Christie Point CC#9512707

Lynnwood Village CC #7710274
Madison Heights (CP#: 8311933)

Coach Bluff Villas

Manor Homes of Inverness (Site 1)/
9610460

Coachway Green

Mesa at Crystal Shores 9840 CC No,
0510521

Colonial House (CP 9811329)
Condominium Corp #0312860
Condominium Corporation #1310141
Condominium Plan 9210296
Country Lane Estates CC 0311515
Coulee Estate Condo Inc
Creekside Village CCN 1311195

The Homesteads
The Citadel CC # 0914825

Norwood Grande

The Tudors at the Landings
(CP 0311055)

Park Place
Pine Pointe Place

Townhomes of Patricia Landing (TPL)
#051 1003

Point on the Bow (#9910641)

Townhomes of Peacekeepers Way
CC# 0614675

Poplar Green (CC#: 0012525)

Evergreen Village

RiverReach Condominium (Corp No.
1312207)
Riverview Condo (CP#: 9611050)
Roxboro House (CC: 7810681)

Gateway South Centre CC #0614475

Sanderson Ridge Condominium
Corporation/ 091 2007

Gladstone Village

Scenic Gardens Condominiums
#9410573

cc i sou t halb e r ta . co m

The Estates at Terrace View
(CCN 0711493)

The Sierras of Richmond Hill

Redberry Ridge Condominium

Groves of Varsity CC # 141 1334

Sunrise Heights Villas (CC#: 0811379)

N3 (CC# 1710419)

Eau Claire Estates (CP# 8310913)

Fletcher Village (CP 9910398)

Stonekeep (CC#: 1410248)

The Marquis CC #0113151

Prestwick Place CC# 0810325

Fairway Greens Condominium

Stella Nova (CP#: 0414396)

Mountain View Place CC #1410478

East Glen Horizon Village (CC#:
8810578)

Evolution (CP#: 1512254)

Southridge Village Mall (CC#: 9512009)

Varsity Towers (OCP# 8912018 OP)
Villas of Wentworth
Wellington Retirement Residence
Partnership (No 051-3792)
West Condo (CC#: 0811706)
Westbow Condominiums CCN8011365
Westchester Pointe Garden
Whitehorn Village Retirement
Residence

➔

Sheep Creek View Condominium
(CC#: 0910178)
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cci south alberta chapter members
individual Membership

Business Partner memberships

Iftikhar Ali

Laura Lowry

Warren Barker

Lillian Lupuliak

■■ Accounting/Banking
Canadian Western Bank
Nancy Matheos

(403) 726-8249

Claire Barnett

Robert MacLeod

Robert Barradell

Kathleen McCabe

James Bell

Gail McDermott

Margaret Bell

Debbi McDonald

■■ Accounting/Finance
MMCA & Associates
Dorin Mihalache

(403) 402-2679

Bruce Blight

David Michaels

John Burton

Frits Pannenkoek

VersaBank
Karl Neufield

(604) 984-7564

Shakeel Chaudhry

Rick Petrinack

Donna Cheyne

Byron Preston

Condominium Financial
Jim Critchley

(403) 669-9516

Kiara Czeto

Al Richards

CWB Maxium Financial
Pierre Sauve

1 (800) 379-5888 ext. 399

Cynthia DeDeugd

Barry Rosenfelt

Jocelyn Doucette

Glen Schmidt

Linda Faulkner

Tracy Schubart

Dennis French

Glen Scott

Yves Gagnon

Miriam Semeleer

Terry Gibson

Sandra Smith

Marlene Janzen

Janine St. Jean

Ernie Johnson

Sterling Swati

James Kelly

Marie Templeton

Marvie Kenny

Abbie Thurgood

Ramsey Kostandi

Thomas Young

Jack Kotyk

Seyed Ziamousavi

Membership
expired on July 1
Your membership renewal was sent in
June 2020. If you have not received it
please contact the office. Your 20192020 login access to the Members’ Only
area on the website will no longer be
valid after August 30.
admin@ccisouthalberta.com.
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Manulife Securities
Kevin Rendek

(403) 230-3909

Matco Financial
Samia Preston

(403) 718-2127

Morrison Financial Services Limited
Matthew Solda

(416) 391-3535 ext. 117

William J. Rhind & Associates Ltd.
Will Pozzo

(403) 283-1378

■■ Condominium Lawyers
HMC Lawyers LLP
Kirk Mason

(403) 261-3327

■■ Condominium Management
Karen King & Associates Inc
Cole Romaniuk

(403) 614-6873

Three by Three Inc.
Sheryl-Lynn Francis

(587) 703-3311

Condeau Management Services Ltd.
Louise Challes

(403) 936-4052

Emerald Management & Realty Ltd
Jodena Rogers

(403) 237-8600

Lenyx Corp.
Carlos Giovanazzi

(587) 475-8800

Rancho Realty Services (1975) Ltd.
Christie Saulnier

(587) 779-5215

■■ Condominium/ Property Management
Connelly & Company Management Ltd.
Quinn Wanyan
(587) 391-1389

■■ Developer
Blue Jean Property Management
Charlene Francis

(403) 536-7080

➔
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cci south alberta chapter members

as of november 21, 2020

Business Partner memberships
■■ Engineering/Reserve Fund Study/
Building Sciences
Morrison Hershfield
Michael Ball
(403) 246-4500
ENA2 Innovative Consulting Inc.
Erencan Sarsu

(403) 975-2841

Keller Engineering
Andree Ball

(613) 224-1594

EXP Services Inc.
Sathya Ramachandran

(403) 617-0659

Entuitive Corporation
Adrian Breitwieser

(403) 870-6735

■■ Insurance/Insurance Appraisers
Arthur J. Gallagher Canada Limited
Michael Boisclair
BFL CANADA Insurance Services Inc.
Tony Reed

(403) 398-2421

Normac Appraisals Ltd.
Omar Khan

(403) 918-6566

■■ Lawn maintenance & Snow removal
Landsharx Yard Maintenance & Snow Management
Elisabeth Cartwright
(403) 456-8500

■■ Property Management
Charter Property Management
Nadine Buchanan

(403) 800-0292

Citysearch Rental Network Inc.
Lisa Hamielec

(403) 371-1858

Cochrane Property Care Inc.
Kent Andersson

(403) 483-9622

Urbantec Property Management Inc.
Tim Erickson

(403) 971-1511

■■ Property Management: Service Provider
City Vibe Management
Diana Wood
(403) 571-8402

■■ Property Services: Arbitration and Mediation
247Condo
Stephen Cassady
(403)770-2939

■■ Property Services: Cleaning & Restoration
ProStar Cleaning & Restoration
Jodi Scarlett
(403) 695-1082

cc i sou t halb e r ta . co m

■■ Property Services: Contracting
Fire Ant Contracting Ltd.
Edward Bushnell
(403) 312-5995
SIS Supply Install Services Ltd
Jody Roberts

(403) 640-1334

Abris Construction Calgary
Lindsay Boon

(403) 629-3474

■■ Property Services: Painting
Harding’s Painting
Matt Whiteley

(403) 700-6770

■■ Property Services: Property Management
Astoria Asset Management Ltd.
Lorelei Talbot
(403) 948-0337
New Concept Management
Alexis Milnes

(403) 398-9528

■■ Property Services: Restoration
NationWide Restorations Ltd.
Tarik Milnes
(587) 885-1718
Pure Restoration
Tyler Scarlett

(403) 984-5300

Service Master of Calgary Disaster Restoration
Erin Pelzer
(403) 287-7700

■■ Property Services: Retail Flooring
Flooring Superstores
Cameron Lang
(403) 290-0006

■■ Service: Gas Detection
Multigas Detection Inc.
Shiku Patel

(780) 739-0525

■■ Service: Inspections
4-Way Inspection Services Ltd.
Travis Olinek

(780) 473-8464

■■ Service: Mechanical Equipment
Prevent Mechanical Ltd.
Kevin Pelletier
(403) 271-8821

■■ Service: Waranty
Home Warranty Advocates
John McKale

(780) 284-4799
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cci south alberta chapter members

as of november 21, 2020

Professional Partner memberships
■■ Accountant/Finance
Shahid Naqi Professional Corporation
Shahid Naqi

■■ Building Consultant
Owners’ Rep. Inc.
Bill Gordon

■■ CondoManager
Associa Canada
Jeffery Wilson

(403) 407-2647

(780) 903-0620

(587) 998-7958

■■ Condominium Management
Accredited Condominium Management Services
Crystal Deley
(403) 253-7525
Maverick Condo Management Inc.
Dana Gysen

(403) 287-7770

Insight Condo Services Inc.
Sandra Johnston

(403) 288-1630

Integrity Condominium Management Ltd.
Chris Cook
(587) 227-0913
Diversified Management Southern
Gordon Sieb

(403) 230-7376

Go Smart Property Managers Inc.
Cassiday Doneff

(403) 262-7955

Jems Condo Management Ltd.
Dara Devore

(403) 928-2719

Monday Management & Condominium Services Corp.
Pamela Wilson
(403) 546-4292

■■ Engineering/Reserve Fund Study
Read Jones Christoffersen Ltd.
Ryan Coles
(403) 338-5818
Taycon Consulting Inc.
Terry Brown

(403) 519-2693

Kellam Berg Engineering & Surveys Ltd.
Ron Kellam

(403) 640-0900

Calgary Condominium Consulting Ltd.
Edwin Gnenz

(403) 660-0550

■■ Engineering/Reserve Fund Study/
Building Envelope
HGC Engineering
Ian Bonsma
(587) 441-1583
Building Science & Architecture Ltd.
Stephen Hunter

(403) 519-7649

RJC Engineers
Stephen Epp

(403) 338-5891

■■ Industry Contractor
Condo Relief Consulting
Paula Martin

(403) 831-6820

■■ Legal Services
McLeod Law LLP
Daniel Martin

(403) 254-3857

McLeod Law LLP
James Polley

(403) 873-3709

Hendrix Law
Denise M. Hendrix

(403) 269-9400

Parterre Property Services Inc.
Dwayne Ropchan

(403) 241-2162

Simco Management (Calgary) Inc.
Garey Kirkland

McLeod Law LLP
Heather Bonnycastle

(403) 873-3703

(403) 234-0166

McLeod Law LLP
David Cumming

(403) 225-6402

McLeod Law LLP
Laurie S. Kiedrowski

(403) 225-6413

McLeod Law LLP
Stephanie Whyte

(403) 278-9411

Mcleod Law LLP
Jeff Wreschner

(403) 254-3837

Miller Thomson LLP
Roberto Noce

(403) 298-2439

New Concept Management Inc.	Maria Bartolotti
(403) 398-9528
Kidder & Company Real Estate Property Management
Eleanor Kidder
(403) 830-8636
Prairie Management & Realty Inc.
Andrew Fulcher

(403) 995-2810

Scott Venturo Rudakoff LLP
Kate Kozowyk
Scott Venturo Rudakoff LLP
Dionne Levesque
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cci south alberta chapter members

as of november 21, 2020

Professional Partner memberships
■■ Property Management
Century 21 Advantage c/o Devereaux
Property Management Services Ltd
Bill Hogg

(403) 346-0021

Renter’s Choice & Management Ltd.
Amy Hogg

(403) 317-4555 ext 6

Sunreal Property Management Ltd.
Callie Hogg

(403) 343_0200

Unit Management
Pete Hogg

(403) 909-8224

■■ Property Services
Todd Brand Consulting
Todd Brand

(403) 608-2710

■■ Reserve Fund Planners
QSSi
Alex Marsh

(403) 922-6213

Crawford & Company (Canada)
Dana Sharp

(403) 585-3360

Stay Informed!
Keep up with
the latest condo
industry news
and updates.

ccisouthalberta.com
cc i sou t halb e r ta . co m
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newsletter advertising
specs and rates

Showcase your products and services to owners, boards of directors and
property managers of Calgary condominiums. The CCI Review is one of the
many benefits enjoyed by members of the Canadian Condominium Institute,
South Alberta Chapter.
a

Eighth page

3.39 x 2.40 inches

b

Quarter page

3.39 x 5 inches

$125

c

Half page (Vertical)

3.39 x 10.22 inches

$250

d

Half page (Horizontal)

7.08 x 5 inches

$250

e

Full page

7.08 x 10.22 inches

$400

a

deadlines

production
requirements

advertising
submission

d

b

	EDITION	

$75

e

c

SUBMISSION DEADLINE	DISTRIBUTION

Fall	August 30

September 30

Winter	November 30

December 30

Spring

March 30	April 30

Summer

May 30

June 30

The CCI Review provides the following specifications to ensure the highest
quality for ad reproduction:
•
colours must be converted to RGB;
•
minimum resolution of 300 dpi for all images;
•
completed ad must be submitted as high resolution PDF or EPS;
•
all ads, except full page ads, must have defining border on all sides;
•
do not use crop marks;
•
ensure all artwork is embedded and all fonts are set to outlines.
Advertising in the CCI Review is now even easier! Please go to
https://conventionall.swoogo.com/CCISA_newsletter20-21 and complete
the online form. With your contact information, ad size, and the edition(s)
you would like your advertisement to appear in selected, you directly
upload the advertisement and an invoice/receipt is generated immediately.
By streamlining the process CCI South Alberta is able to
better mitigate a timely delivered newsletter quarterly!
Questions or concerns, can be forwarded to: admin@ccisouthalberta.com.
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